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Amish romance and their way of life, well not the romance but some glimpse into their lives, bits and

parts of it on the television. A lot of curiosity and contemplations. Becca Fisher is my first Amish

Romance author I have the privilege of reading this type of stories. I enjoyed each and everyone of

her stories. My first book to read was, "Yoder Family Amish Restaurant. I was simply in awe

because I did not know where the story was going or what I should expect. I found myself just

enjoying the simplicity of it, the pure innocence. I read a lot of books and the contents of it would

make you eyes pop out of your head. The story simple but it carried such magnetism. I was pulled

quite comfortably forward till I reached the end. I decided to purchase this 20 Story Set (Amish

Romance) to get a better feel of her writing. No doubt Becca Fisher can write with a flair of absolute



conviction. I like how the Amish words were mixed in and it was easy to decipher. I looked up the

words to see if I got it right, and yes I was correct. There were Englisher slang but I found it

interesting, only added pizzazz to the story. The point is Becca Fisher wrote these stories with the

action of desire and longing in her characters. Whether their hearts were broken or mended.

Whether they found their significant other or not. Whether they triumphantly find their way back to

the Amish life. The younger Amish teenagers straying from the life only to come back to it and

restored their faith in Gott is touching. Appreciation, respect, and the love of Gott they hold in their

hearts, is wonderful to read about. I enjoyed her stories, funny, silly and complacent, encouraging

and faithful, devout, wisdom and philosophical and quizzical but simply exquisitely simple with a

touch of class. Thank you, Darlene Cruz

I liked all of Becca Fisher's 20 books. She always makes me feel like I am a part of her stories!

When I read her stories, I become one of the people involved. I am on a ride in a cart with a nice

young man, I am visiting my Amish friends & relatives, I am attending achurch service every two

weeks at a friend's home & helping with the refreshments after the service. I attend the weddings of

my new Amish friends and enjoy the simplicity of the wedding ceremonies as they do not need all of

the "things " we, as Englishers " need for our weddings. They just need each other, their friends &

family and, God to bless their union. I am happy when a new Boppli is born and I celebrate the birth

with my Amish friends.In the 20 books I enjoyed " Jenna's Amish Christmas " very much. Jenna &

Daniel had a son Thomas & a daughter Lily. They prayed for the best for them., & were happy when

each child found their mate & married & were so happy. At the Thanksgiving dinner Jenna & Daniel

learned they were to become grandparents for the first time & were thrilled! Jenna was anxious to

be a "mammi" & was so happy to announce her good news to all who came to her home to visit &

eat a wonderful Thanksgiving dinner, up to 3 days after Thanksgiving. Thomas & Emily and Steven

& Lily were blessed to have such a loving family. Jenna said God was every where and she asked

for Him to bless her children & her future grandchildren. This is a wonderful story about the Amish

and their love for God and family. I believe this book would be enjoyed by all ages! You can NEVER

be disappointed in a Becca Fisher book! I had already bought & read 18 of these 20 books, &

enjoyed all of them.

These are great books! Good clean reading. Great for young adults to read too. Love all these

books the author writes. I have never read a book I didn't like!P.S....Great Christmas gift.



The stories are such a blessing. They were heartfelt and thought provoking and gave me a

incredible sense of appreciation for all that I have in my life. The Amish have struggles just like us

"Englisher's" do, but their faith in God in ALL circumstances is something to pay attention to and it

encourages me to stay focused on what is truly important in life.

I love reading Becca Fisher books I find them enjoyable to read. They are love stories without all the

sex and foul language that I don't like reading. She is able to make me believe I'm right their in her

stories IAnd I find that very enjoyable. Keep up the excellent writing Becca Fisher. May God

continue to inspire you

Well, as you might guess from a twenty story set, these stories are sort of brief and simplistic. The

characters aren't well fleshed-out, and a lot of stock characters like 'the parents who don't

understand their daughter' are used. Some of the stories are about the same characters, and the

plots in both stories are similar (eg, character has a major medical crisis). But what I have the

greatest objections to is the author's lack of description of the setting. Having been in Lancaster

County last summer, I can't make what I saw match up with Ms. Fisher's descriptions. Lancaster

itself is a fairly big city, fairly intimidating to drive in, what with narrow streets and rush-hour traffic.

Not suitable for buggies at all, nor did I ever see one in Lancaster itself. Ms. Fisher never mentions

the towns where I DID encounter buggies, such as Bird-in-Hand or Intercourse. She seems to use

'Lancaster' and 'Lancaster County' as synonyms, which they definitely aren't. If Ms. Fisher is familiar

with the area, she's being sloppy in describing it all as 'Lancaster', and if she isn't, she needs to do

the research necessary to bring her books to life. These books could take place anywhere, for all

the descriptions she gives.
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